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Djumada I. [A.H. 518] fell on a Wednesday. In reality it fell on a
Thursday.' Or on p. 557 we find the following remark : ' Baha-
ed-din [Bohadinus] 224 (Sunday, 29 Djumada [I. A.H. 587], i.e. 24
June [A.D. 1191], which fell on a Monday).' Prom the numerous
quotations derived from the same eastern authors it is quite clear,
without even a reference to the originals, that in the above instances
the former author meant Wednesday, 18 June 1124, and the latter
Sunday, 28 June 1191. Such obvious slips can be counted by the
score in the book, and in many instances they cannot be rectified
without a reference to the original sources.
To appreciate fully the confusion of dates arising from this
cause, the reader has only to turn to the chapter narrating the
doings of Eichard Cceur-de-Lion in the Holy Land in A.D. 1192.
The new moon was evidently visible in the evening of 29 Djumada
I. A.H. 588, and consequently a new month was immediately begun,
and the following day was reckoned 1 Djumada II. by the Moslems,
though ' 30 days hath Djumada I.' in the almanac. It is further
clear that 29 days also were counted on that occasion in Djumada
II. in accordance with the almanac. Consequently there is a
displacement in the dates of one day throughout the months of
Djumada II. and Redjeb in that year. To make matters worse,
for some reason or other Professor Rohricht arbitrarily turns the
7 Redjeb into 20 July, and accordingly is in this instance two days
out in his reckoning.
Professor Rohricht is not the only offender in this respect
Dr. Wustenfeld himself considers it a moot-point whether the
Mohammadan era. began with 15 or 16 July A.D. 622, though
ample evidence can be adduced, e.g. from Albiruni, that though the
actual date of the flight may not be precisely known, it was the
intention of nearly all ancient chronologers to begin the era of the
Hijrah with 15 July. Albiruni names the only author known to
him who advocated 16 July, this having been a Friday, and conse-
quently a Djuma, or the Day of Prayers, the Lord's Day, as it
would be called in England. It is, however, wholly immaterial on
which day the era commenced, as tables based on either date may
easily be upset, as we see, by a single cloudy evening, and the date
cannot be fixed to a day or two, unless the day of the week is
mentioned. Wiistenfeld's or any other tables, therefore, such as
those in ' L'Art de verifier les Dates,' or Playfair's ' System of
Chronology,' are only correct 'weather and moon permitting.'
LEWIS L. KBOPF.
n.
Mr. Kropf has touched upon a subject which has given a good
deal of trouble to students of oriental history. The well-known
tables .of Wustenfeld represent an ideal chronology which was
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certainly not always verified in practice. Even in the present day,
with printed almanacs, there is often a discrepancy between the
true date and the date actually used. For example, Mi. H. C. Kay
tells me that an Egyptian Arabic newspaper was lately sent him dated
25 Sha'bau, which is stated on the paper to correspond with
Tuesday, 18 Jan. 1898. This would make 1 Sha'ban correspond
to 25 Dec. 1897; but the new moon really occurred on 23 Dec.
at 7*85 A-M. (Greenwich time), and Sha'ban should have begun
on the evening of that day. Thus even at the end of the nineteenth
century, in a country where European education bas long been at
work, there is an error in the calculation of the month, due, no
doubt, to failure of lunar observation. Even when the moon is
promptly observed there may be a noticeable margin, as the day
must be reckoned from the ensuing evening. On the other hand,
in Persia, according to General Houtum Schindler, the almanac has
more authority. He says that errors due to non-observation of the
new moon only occur at ' out-of-the-way places, where almanacs
are little known. The Persian astronomical almanac always gives
the first day of the months correctly. . . . After the thirtieth comes
the first, even with the most fanatical part of the population, whether
the moon has been seen or not. Seeing the moon is only of im-
portance at the beginning and end of the Bamazan.' (See his
letter, and much more on the subject, in the introduction to R. S.
Poole's ' Catalogue of Persian Coins.') If such inconsistencies and
ambiguities exist in the present day, it may easily be imagined that
they were not less confusing in the middle ages.
The common practice adopted, not by Professor Rohricht alone,
but by almost all editors of Arabic chronicles, is to give the
European date corresponding to the month date of the Arabic,
and to ignore the week date. This is obviously wrong. The
month is an uncertain date, liable to an error of a day or even
several days in its commencement; but the week day is not open
to the same error. Just as, in dealing with Latin chroniclers of the
crusades, the naming of a saint's day gives a date which must be
preferred to a month day if inconsistent, so in the Arabic chronicles
I have found the week day a safe date. The proper course is to give
the European date corresponding to the week day, except in a few
isolated cases where there is an obvious error. When the week day
is not stated there must always be made an allowance for possible
error in the month.
I had occasion to examine the dates in Baha-ed-din lately, when
preparing my biography of Saladin, and the results may interest
Mr. Kropf. I took sixty-one cases in A.H. 583-587 in which the day
of the week and the day of the month were both given in the Mo-
hammadan reckoning, and I compared them withWiistenfeld's corre-
sponding dates. Of the sixty-one I found that thirty-three were
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correct—that is, that the day of the week and month corresponded
accurately to those given by calculation in Wustenfeld's tables,
where the week day is set against each month day. In twenty-two
other cases the month day was one day behind: e.g. Friday,
23 Bab! I. 583, ought to have been the 24th, according to
"Wustenfeld, showing that the new moon had been observed one day
late, or at any rate that the month was reckoned a day late. This
occurred consistently in batches of three or four dates in the same
month, as might be expected. In two cases only was the day of the
month one day ' fast,' or too early; four were two or three days out.
Considering that the records were made in the camp during cam-
paigns, and allowing for mistakes of copyists, the average accuracy of
Bahi-ed-din is, I think, remarkable. Nevertheless it is always a
satisfaction to be able to confirm his month days by the much more
trustworthy week days, which are not only free from error of cal-
culation, or observation of the moon, but are also more likely to bo
accurately retained in the memory.
The error due to the Mohammadan day beginning on the
evening before the European day given in Wustenfeld seldom causes
any trouble; but when we read of night marches or of cities assaulted
after sundown, we must be on our guard.
STANLEY LANE-POOLE.
DECREES OP THE GENERAL CHAPTEBB OF THE FEIAES MINOR,
1260 TO 1282.
IN an article entitled rDie altesten Eedactionen der Generalconsti-
tutionen des Franziskanerordena,' in the Archiv fur Literatur- und
Kirchengeschichte des Mittelakers, vol. vi., Father Ehrle, besides
publishing the general constitutions as issued in the general
chapters of Narbonne (1260) and Paris (1292), drew attention to
the extreme rarity of any authentic records of the decrees of the
general chapters of the Franciscan order in the thirteenth century,
and printed from a variety of sources such notices and records as*
he could find- I am able to make a few additions to these records'
from a manuscript formerly in the Phillipps collection and now in'
my possession. This manuscript is a quarto volume numbered
'Phillipps MS. 207,' written on vellum, containing forty-six
leaves, and dating from the end of the thirteenth century. It=
clearly belonged to some house in the province of France, but the
name has been obliterated. The contents are:—
(1) ff. 1-36 a, ' Constitutiones generales Fratrum Minorum.—
as issued in the chapter of 1292.
(2) ff. 36 b-43 b, ' Diffinitiones facte in capitulis generalibus.'
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